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Abstract
Control sets, i.e., maximal sets of approximate controllability, are described for systems
with parameter-dependent control range. If the so-called inner-pair condition is satisﬁed, it is
known that generically they change continuously under parameter variation while mergers of
control sets produce discontinuous transitions. The inner-pair condition is proved for a class
of control-afﬁne systems on RN : Furthermore, continuity results for exit and entrance
boundaries of control sets are given both for one control set that changes continuously and for
two merging control sets. The results are illustrated by means of the controlled escape
equation.
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1. Introduction
We consider a family of parameter-dependent systems on a connected smooth
manifold M of ﬁnite dimension d with tangent bundle TM: Fixing a parameter range
½r; r where r; rA½0;NÞ with ror; the systems are given by
’xðtÞ ¼ f ðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞ; tAR;
uAUr :¼ fu: R-Urmeasurableg; ð1Þ
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where f : M 	 Rm-TM is smooth, and the control ranges UrCRm are compact and
convex and have nonvoid interior. Assume that the mapping r/Ur is increasing,
i.e., Ur1CUr2 for r1pr2: Furthermore, for each r let there exist a unique solution
fðt; x; uÞ of ð1Þr for every uAUr and every initial state xAM that exists for all times
and satisﬁes fð0; x; uÞ ¼ x: If the dependence on r is not important, we will simply
omit it in the following.
Control sets have been shown by Colonius and Kliemann [2] to be a powerful
tool for the analysis of the global behavior of control systems. In Section 2
we recall their deﬁnition and work out two properties that are decisive for
their behavior under parameter variation, the no-return condition and reachability
of the interior. We demonstrate that the boundary of a control set can be
decomposed with respect to the system’s dynamics into exit, entrance and tangential
boundary.
For a precise description of the behavior of control sets and their boundaries,
chain control sets that allow for small jumps are introduced. It is shown in [2,
Chapter 3] that if r is varied, control sets change lower semicontinuously, while
chain control sets change upper semicontinuously. Section 3 states these results and
gives a new proof for the lower semicontinuity of control sets. See also Gru¨nvogel [5]
for parameter-dependent control sets.
If the system satisﬁes a further requirement, the so-called inner-pair condition,
both control sets and chain control sets generically behave continuously. Being very
hard to be checked in general, Theorem 19 in Section 4 asserts that the inner-pair
condition holds true for a wide class of control-afﬁne systems that includes, e.g.,
nonlinear coupled oscillators.
In order to better understand the dependence of control sets on varying control
ranges independent of the inner-pair condition, the behavior of boundaries of
control sets is investigated in Section 5. It is shown in Theorem 23 that not only the
boundary of control sets but also its exit and entrance boundary change
continuously if the control set itself changes continuously. In particular, this implies
that if an invariant control set loses its invariance property and becomes variant due
to an increase of the control range, this process necessarily is discontinuous.
The loss of invariance can be caused by a merger with a variant control set. For
this situation Theorem 25 asserts that even in this case some part of the exit
boundary of the variant control set follows some continuity rules. This fact gives new
insight into how control sets merge and lose their invariance. As an example we
ﬁnally demonstrate the merger of the control sets of the controlled escape equation
and their change of behavior when the control range is increased.
2. Fundamental properties of control sets and their boundaries
For system (1) the set of points reachable from xAM up to time T40 is
OþpTðxÞ :¼ fyAM; there are 0ptpT and uAU with y ¼ fðt; x; uÞg:
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The set of points controllable to x within time T40 is
OpTðxÞ :¼ fyAM; there are 0ptpT and uAU with x ¼ fðt; y; uÞg:
Furthermore, let OþðxÞ :¼ ST40 OþpTðxÞ and OðxÞ :¼ ST40 OpTðxÞ denote the
forward and backward reachable set from x; respectively. Finally, for a set ACM
deﬁne OþðAÞ :¼ SxAA OþðxÞ as the forward reachable set and OðAÞ :¼ SxAA OðxÞ
as the backward reachable set from A:
Often we will require local accessibility from initial values xAM; i.e., OpTðxÞ and
OþpTðxÞ have nonvoid interiors for all T40: System (1) is called locally accessible if
every point in its state space has this property. Local accessibility can be checked by
computing Lie brackets. For let L :¼LAf f ð; uÞ; uAUg denote the Lie algebra
generated by the vector ﬁelds f ð; uÞ; uAU ; and for xAM let DLðxÞ be the subspace
of the tangent space TxM generated by the vector ﬁelds inL: If the accessibility rank
condition
dim DLðxÞ ¼ dim M ¼ d for all x ð2Þ
holds, then system (1) is locally accessible (see for instance [8, Chapter 4] or [2,
Appendix A]). Since Ur is increasing, local accessibility of system ð1Þr1 at one point
x clearly implies local accessibility for each r2-system if r24r1:
We recall the deﬁnition of control sets from Colonius and Kliemann [2].
Deﬁnition 1 (Control set). A set DCM is called a control set of the control system
(1) if
(i) DCcl OþðxÞ for all xAD;
(ii) for all xAD there is some uAU such that fðt; x; uÞAD for all tX0;
(iii) D is maximal with these properties, that is, if D0*D satisﬁes conditions (i) and
(ii), then D0 ¼ D:
A control set D is called an invariant control set if cl D ¼ cl OþðxÞ for all xAD:
Otherwise it is called a variant control set.
It turns out that besides local accessibility, there are two crucial properties for the
phenomena we will focus on. The ﬁrst speciﬁes that it is not possible to return to a set
once it has been left.
Deﬁnition 2 (No-return condition). A set ACM fulﬁlls the no-return condition if for
all xAOþðAÞ-AC it holds that OþðxÞ-A ¼ |:
In particular, positively invariant sets, i.e. sets that cannot be left in forward time,
fulﬁll the no-return condition.
The second guarantees that the interior of a set can be reached from everywhere.
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Deﬁnition 3 (Reachability of the interior). On a set ACM with nonvoid interior
reachability of the interior is said to hold if int A-OþðxÞa| for all xAA:
Next, we show that under local accessibility and the no-return condition, all
boundary points are arbitrarily close to a point outside of a set. If even reachability
of the interior holds, then no boundary point is far from the interior.
Proposition 4. Let ACM fulfill the no-return condition and let the control system be
locally accessible on its closure cl A; then it holds that int A ¼ int cl A: If additionally,
A has nonvoid interior and reachability of the interior holds on A; and if U is bounded,
then cl A ¼ cl int A:
Proof. Trivially, int ACint cl A: In order to see int A*int cl A; suppose int cl Aa|:
If this is not true, there is nothing to prove and we are done. Otherwise for every
xAint cl A there is an open neighborhood UðxÞCcl A: Due to local accessibility,
there are yxAUðxÞ-OþðxÞ and zxAUðxÞ-OðxÞ such that yx; zxAA: Because of the
no-return condition, this implies that xAA:
Now let us assume that xA@A: Then there is some vAUðxÞ such that veA: Since
vAint cl A; local accessibility implies that there are some yvAUðxÞ-OþðvÞ and
zvAUðxÞ-OðvÞ such that yv; zvAA: Again the no-return condition implies that vAA
in contradiction to our assumption.
Therefore xAint A; and the ﬁrst equation is proved.
Looking at the second assertion, cl A*cl int A is obvious. To see clACcl int A; let
us assume on the contrary that there are some xAA and some neighborhood UðxÞ
such that UðxÞ-int A ¼ |:
Reachability of the interior implies that there are txARþ and uxAU such that
fðtx; x; uxÞAint A: Then due to continuous dependence on initial values, there is
some neighborhood VðxÞCUðxÞ such that fðtx; VðxÞ; uxÞCint A: Local accessibility
and boundedness of U guarantee the existence of a nonvoid open set
OCVðxÞ-OþðxÞ: Since VðxÞ-int A ¼ |; there is some yAO such that yeA: Then
there are tyARþ; uyAU such that fðty; x; uyÞ ¼ y; and it holds that fðtx; y; uxÞAint A:
But this is a contradiction to the no-return property.
Thus our assumption is false and for every xAA and all neighborhoods UðxÞ it
holds that UðxÞ-int Aa|: Therefore xAcl int A and hence cl A ¼ cl int A: &
The property int A ¼ int cl A guarantees that near every boundary point of A; an
open subset can be found that is located completely outside cl A: This is stated in the
following lemma.
Lemma 5. Let ACM with int A ¼ int cl A and xA@A: Then in every open
neighborhood VðxÞ of x; there is an open set UCVðxÞ such that U-cl A ¼ |:
Proof. We assume the contrary and derive a contradiction. So suppose
there are some xA@A and some neighborhood VðxÞCM that does not
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contain any open set UCðcl AÞC: Then points of A are dense in VðxÞ and thus
VðxÞCcl A: But then xAint cl A whereas xeint A; which contradicts
int A ¼ int cl A: &
Analogously to Lemma 5, cl A ¼ cl int A implies that near every boundary point
there is an open subset completely in A:
Lemma 6. Let ACM with cl A ¼ cl int A and xA@A: Then in every open
neighborhood VðxÞ of x; there is an open set UCVðxÞ such that UCcl A:
Proof. The proof by contradiction is very similar to the one of Lemma 5. We
assume there are some xA@A and some neighborhood VðxÞCM that does not
contain any open set UCint A: Then AC-VðxÞ is dense in VðxÞ and VðxÞCcl AC:
Therefore xecl int A whereas xAcl A because xA@A: This contradicts
cl A ¼ cl int A: &
According to Deﬁnition 1, control sets are disjoint and fulﬁll the no-return
condition. Local accessibility makes sure that control sets with nonvoid interior
behave nicely. In particular, assertion (i) of the next proposition implies that for
control sets reachability of the interior holds.
Proposition 7. Let DCM be a control set of system (1) such that local accessibility
holds on cl D: Then the following assertions are true:
(i) int DCOþðxÞ for every xAD:
(ii) int cl D ¼ int D:
(iii) If D has nonempty interior, it is connected and cl int D ¼ cl D:
(iv) D is invariant if and only if it is closed.
Proof. Proofs of (i), (iii), and (iv) can be found in [2, Chapter 3]. (ii) follows from
Proposition 4 and (i). &
In Section 5, we will come across the intersection of the forward reachable set of
one control set and the backward reachable set of another. Lemma 8 shows that this
object fulﬁlls the no-return condition and has the reachability-of-the-interior
property.
Lemma 8. Let D and C be control sets of (1) with nonvoid interior such that A :¼
OðCÞ-cl OþðDÞ is nonempty. Then A satisfies the no-return condition. If,
additionally, the system is locally accessible on cl C; then int Aa|; and reachability
of the interior holds on A:
Proof. Suppose xAOþðAÞ and OþðxÞ-Aa|: Then xAOðCÞ and, due to
continuous dependence on initial values, xAcl OþðDÞ: Therefore xAA; which proves
the no-return condition.
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Now pick an arbitrary xAA: Then there is some yAC such that yAOþðxÞ: Due to
Proposition 7(i), this implies int CCOþðxÞ and therefore int CCA: Particularly, this
means that int Aa| and reachability of the interior hold. &
Inspecting this proof again, we see that Lemma 8 also holds for A :¼
OðCÞ-OþðDÞ: However, we prefer to use the closure of OþðDÞ when stating the
Lemma because in this case the boundary of A shares some properties with the
boundaries of control sets (see Remark 11(3)).
In order to analyze control sets more closely, we classify the boundary of sets with
nonvoid interior with respect to its dynamical behavior. Note that our deﬁnition is
slightly different from the one given in [2, Chapter 3.2].
Deﬁnition 9. Let ACM be a set with nonvoid interior. Deﬁne the following subsets
of the boundary @A:
@exA :¼ fxA@A j there is yAint A such that xAOþðyÞg;
@enA :¼ fxA@A j there is yAint A such that yAOþðxÞg;
@tgA :¼ fxA@A j OþðxÞ-int A ¼ | and OðxÞ-int A ¼ |g:
These sets are called the exit, entrance, and tangential boundaries, respectively.
Lemma 10. Let ACM be a set with nonvoid interior that fulfills the no-return
condition.
(i) The three sets @exA; @enA; and @tgA form a decomposition of @A:
(ii) The sets @exA and @enA are open in @A; and @tgA is closed in @A:
If, additionally, local accessibility holds on cl A and cl A ¼ cl int A is fulfilled, then
(iii) the equality @tgA ¼ cl @exA-cl @enA holds, and int@A @tgA ¼ |:
Proof. (i) Clearly, @A ¼ @exA,@enA,@tgA: In order to show @exA-@enA ¼ |;
assume that there is an xA@exA-@enA: Then there are y1; y2Aint A; times t1; t240
and controls u1; u2AU such that x ¼ fðt1; y1; u1Þ and y2 ¼ fðt2; x; u2Þ: Due to
continuous dependence of initial values, there are neighborhoods Uðy1ÞCint A;
Uðy2ÞCint A and VðxÞCM such that VðxÞ ¼ fðt1; Uðy1Þ; u1Þ and Uðy2Þ ¼
fðt2; VðxÞ; u2Þ: But then VðxÞCA by the no-return condition, which contradicts
xA@A:
(ii) Since for all tAR and uAU the time-t-maps fðt; : ; uÞ are diffeomorphisms on
M; the sets @exA and @enA are open in @A: This implies closedness of @tgA by (i).
(iii) Let xA@tgA and pick yAint OþðxÞ; uAU; and T40 such that
fðð0; T ; x; uÞ-cl A ¼ | and y ¼ fðT ; x; uÞ: This is possible because of local
accessibility and OþðxÞ-int A ¼ |: Then there is a neighborhood VðxÞ such that
fðT ; VðxÞ; uÞCint OþðxÞ: Because of cl A ¼ cl int A; it holds that VðxÞ-int Aa|:
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Since VðxÞ can be chosen arbitrarily small and contains points in int A; we obtain
that for each xˆAint A-VðxÞ the trajectories fðt; x; uÞ and fðt; xˆ; uÞ stay arbitrarily
close together for all 0ptpT : Now since T can be chosen arbitrarily small, we see
that xAcl @exA: A similar argument holds for OðxÞ showing that xAcl @enA: The
converse inclusion follows from (i) and (ii). Then (ii) also implies the last
assertion. &
Remark 11. (1) Due to Proposition 7, the assumptions of Lemma 10 are fulﬁlled for
control sets with nonvoid interior on whose closure local accessibility holds.
(2) Let D be a control set with nonvoid interior. In order to see that in this case
@exD; @enD; and @tgD in Deﬁnition 9 are equivalent to the corresponding
deﬁnitions in Colonius and Kliemann [2, Deﬁnition 3.2.23], we have to
show that
fxA@D j OþðxÞ-int D ¼ |g ¼ fxA@D j OþðxÞ-D ¼ |g:
This equality follows from reachability of the interior on D: For if yAD; then
int D-OþðyÞa|: Therefore if OþðxÞ-Da| for some xA@D; then
OþðxÞ-int Da|; which shows the asserted equality.
(3) If D and C are control sets with nonvoid interior such that A :¼
OðCÞ-cl OþðDÞ has nonvoid interior and if the control system is locally
accessible on cl A; Lemma 10 can be applied to A according to Lemma 8 and
Proposition 4.
Furthermore, it holds that @A-A ¼ @enA: This is true because @A-AC@enA due
to reachability of the interior of A: Conversely, for a point xA@enA it clearly holds
that xAcl OþðDÞ and xAOðCÞ and therefore xAA:
Note that D ¼ OðDÞ-cl OþðDÞ: Therefore @D-D ¼ @enD holds for the entrance
boundary of every control set D with nonvoid interior.
3. Variation of the control range
In order to describe how control sets and their boundaries change
under parameter variation recall that a chain control set E is a maximal subset
of the state space M such that for all xAE there is uAU with fðt; x; uÞAE for all
tAR and for every two elements x; y and all e; T40 there are kAN and
x0 ¼ x; x1;y; xk ¼ y in M; u0;y; ukAU and T0;y; Tk14T with
dðfðTi; xi; uiÞ; xiþ1Þoe: Chain control sets are always closed, and every control set
is contained in a chain control set.
Let us see what happens to control sets when r is increased. If there is a control set
DrCM of system ð1Þr ; then since r/Ur is increasing, for every r-system there is a
unique control set Dr for which DrCDr: Thus by r/Dr a set-valued increasing
mapping is well deﬁned. The same holds for chain control sets Er analogously.
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In order to formulate two continuity results for control sets and chain control sets,
we recall the notion of lower and upper semicontinuity of set-valued mappings on
two metric spaces X and Y (cf. [11]).
Deﬁnition 12. A set-valued map G: X-Y is called lower semicontinuous at a0AX if
for all e40 there is some d40 such that dða; a0Þod implies that
supyAGða0Þ dðy;GðaÞÞoe: It is called upper semicontinuous at a0AX if for all e40
there is some d40 such that dða; a0Þod implies supyAGðaÞ dðy;Gða0ÞÞoe:
The following lemma clariﬁes that for set-valued increasing mappings of real
intervals lower and upper semicontinuity are equivalent to left and right continuity.
Lemma 13. Let G be a set-valued map defined on the real interval ½r; rÞ with compact
values in M; and suppose that G is monotonically increasing. Then left and right
continuity of G with respect to the Hausdorff metric dH at r0A½r;r are equivalent to
lower and upper semicontinuity, respectively.
Proof. If G is lower semicontinuous at r0; then particularly for all sequences rnsr0
it holds that supxAGðr0Þ dðx;GðrnÞÞ-0: Moreover, we have GðrnÞCGðr0Þ because G
is increasing, and therefore supxAGðrnÞ dðx;Gðr0ÞÞ ¼ 0: Since all GðrÞ are compact,
this implies that the Hausdorff distance converges to 0:
dHðGðrnÞ;Gðr0ÞÞ ¼ max sup
xAGðrnÞ
dðx;Gðr0ÞÞ; sup
xAGðr0Þ
dðx;GðrnÞÞ
( )
-0
and thus left continuity holds. The backward direction is trivial.
Analogously, one shows equivalence of upper semicontinuity and right
continuity. &
Therefore G is upper and lower semicontinuous if and only if it is continuous with
respect to the Hausdorff metric.
The following theorem says that control sets depend lower semicontinuously on r
if Ur changes lower semicontinuously.
Theorem 14. Let rprpr and r/Ur in (1) be lower semicontinuous at some
r0Aðr; rÞ: Furthermore, let Dr be a control set with nonvoid interior of system ð1Þr ;
and for each r denote by Dr the unique control set of system ð1Þr for which DrCDr
holds.
(i) If KCint Dr0 is a compact set such that for all points xAK system ð1Þr is locally
accessible, then there exists some d40 such that for all r with jr0  rjod it holds
that KCint Dr:
(ii) If cl Dr0 is bounded and r-local accessibility holds on cl Dr0 ; then the map
r/cl Dr is lower semicontinuous at r0:
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Proof. Let us pick an arbitrary monotonically increasing sequence rn such that
rnsr0 as n-N: Then for m4n is holds that U
rnCUrmCUr0 and DrnCDrmCDr0 :
We ﬁrst prove that for every yAint Dr0 that fulﬁlls r-locally accessibility there is
some nyAN such that yAint Drn for all nXny:
Due to the assumed r-local accessibility from y; there are open sets
VþCOþ;r ðyÞ-int Dr0 and VCO;r ðyÞ-int Dr0 : Now pick zAint Dr : Since Dr0
is a control set, there are yþAVþ; yAV; times tþ; t40; and controls uþ; uAUr0
such that z ¼ fðtþ; yþ; uþÞ and y ¼ fðt; z; uÞ (cf. Fig. 1).
The Gronwall lemma tells us that for a ﬁnite time T40 and an arbitrary initial
value y0AM solutions fðT ; y0; u1Þ-fðT ; y0; u2Þ if jju1  u2jjN-0 (see e.g. [1]).
Since r/Ur is lower semicontinuous at r0 and increasing, the Hausdorff distance
dðUr; Ur0Þ ¼ supuAUr0 dðu; UrÞ tends to 0 as rsr0: Therefore if r0  r is small
enough such that supuAUr0 dðu; UrÞoe for a given e; then for each uAUr0 there is
some u˜AUr with jju˜  ujjNpe:
Consequently, there are some nyAN; y˜þAVþ; y˜AV; and controls u˜yþ ; u˜yAU
rny
such that z ¼ fðtþ; y˜þ; u˜yþÞ and y˜ ¼ fðt; z; u˜yÞ: Thus we have exact controll-
ability from z to y and from y to z using Urny controls and therefore yAint Drny :
In order to prove (i), choose for each yAK an open neighborhood Vy such that
VyCint D
rny : That way we obtain a covering of K and since K is compact, a choice
ICK of ﬁnitely many y will do to achieve KC
S
yAI Vy: Setting N :¼ maxyAI fnyg
implies that KCint Drn for all nXN:
For (ii) we have to show that supxAcl Dr0 dðx; cl DrnÞ-0 as n-N: So pick an
arbitrary e40: By Proposition 7, cl Dr0 ¼ cl int Dr0 ; and thus for every xA@Dr0
there is some yAint Dr0 with dðx; yÞoe
2
: According to what we have seen above,
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yAint Dr if r is close enough to r0: Therefore for every xAcl D
r0 there is some nx
such that dðx; cl DrnÞoe
2
for all nXnx:
To ﬁnish the proof, let Be
2
ðxÞ denote the open ball around xAcl Dr0 with radius
e=2: Since cl Dr0 is bounded, we can pick a ﬁnite set ICcl Dr0 such that
cl Dr0C
S
xAI Be
2
ðxÞ: Using the notation N :¼ maxxAI fnxg; we obtain that
dðx; cl DrN Þoe
2
for all xAI and therefore dðx; cl DrnÞoe for all xAcl Dr0 and
nXN: &
In contrast to control sets, chain control sets change upper semicontinuously if the
control range varies upper semicontinuously.
Theorem 15. Let rprpr and r/Ur in (1) be upper semicontinuous at some
r0Aðr; rÞ: Furthermore, let Er be a chain control set of system ð1Þr ; and for each r
denote by Er the unique chain control set of ð1Þr for which ErCEr: If Er is bounded,
then the map r/Er is upper semicontinuous at r0:
Proof. This assertion follows from Colonius and Kliemann [2, Theorem 3.4.6,
Remark 3.4.9]. &
4. The inner-pair condition
In order to obtain stronger results on the connection between control sets and
chain control sets and their continuity properties we consider the family of control
afﬁne systems
’xðtÞ ¼ X0ðxðtÞÞ þ
Xm
i¼1 uiðtÞXiðxðtÞÞ;
uAUr :¼ fu: R-Ur measurableg; ð3Þ
where X0;y; Xm are CN-vector ﬁelds on M: As above we let the control range Ur
be compact and convex, admit measurable control functions and assume that the
mapping r/Ur is increasing and continuous with respect to the Hausdorff metric.
It turns out that for the desired continuity property of the control sets a further
condition is necessary.
Deﬁnition 16 (Inner pairs). A pair ðx; uÞAM 	U is called an inner pair of system (3)
if there exists T40 such that fðT ; x; uÞAint OþðxÞ: The family of systems ð3Þr is said
to satisfy the inner-pair condition if for all r1or2 each pair ðx; uÞAM 	Ur1 is an
inner pair of the r2-system ð3Þr2 :
The following theorem describes the close relation between control sets and chain
control sets if the inner-pair condition holds. In fact, for r4r the chain control sets
are inﬂated to control sets with nonvoid interior.
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Theorem 17. Consider the family of control affine systems ð3Þr for rA½r; r and let
Dr be a control set and Er be a chain control set of ð3Þr such that DrCEr : Then
for all r it holds that DrCEr where the sets Dr and Er are defined as above. Suppose
Er

CK for a compact set KCM that fulfills the no-return condition for the r-system.
For each r let ð3Þr be locally accessible and assume that the inner-pair condition holds.
Then for r1; r2Aðr; r with r1or2 it holds that cl Dr1CEr1Cint Dr2 : Further-
more, for all up to at most countably many r-values, the equation cl Dr ¼ Er is
satisfied.
Consider the maps ðr; rÞ-CðKÞ: r/cl Dr and r/Er where CðKÞ is the set of
all closed subsets of K endowed with the Hausdorff metric. The sets of continuity points
of the two maps agree and consist precisely of the points r where cl Dr ¼ Er:
Proof. Theorem 17 directly follows from [2, Lemmas 4.7.3, 4.7.4, Theorem
4.7.5]. &
In general, it is difﬁcult to determine if a system fulﬁlls the inner-pair condition.
Particularly, there is no computable procedure to test for this condition unlike the
accessibility rank condition for local accessibility (2). But as we will show in
Theorem 19, the inner-pair condition is fulﬁlled for a certain class of control afﬁne
systems on RN if the control is rich enough and its inﬂuence is not annihilated by the
system’s dynamics.
Beforehand, a technical lemma is needed.
Lemma 18. Let t0; t1ARþ0 ; t0ot1 and nAN0: Then for every e40 there is some d40
such that the following holds: For an arbitrary choice z0;y; znAðd; dÞ there is a
polynomial s: R-R with sðiÞðt0Þ ¼ 0; sðiÞðt1Þ ¼ zi; and jsðiÞðtÞjoe for tA½t0; t1 and all
iAf0;y; ng:
Proof. Essentially, for a given n we iteratively construct an interpolation poly-
nomial corresponding to the nodal values zi and prove that it satisﬁes the claimed
properties.
First deﬁne the following constant which will turn up in the necessary
estimates:
S :¼ max
i; jAf0;1;y;ng
max
tA½t0;t1
di
dti
ðt  t0Þnþ1
ðt1  t0Þnþ1
ðt  t1Þj
 !

( )
:
Setting i ¼ j ¼ 0 and t ¼ t1 in this deﬁnition immediately gives SX1:
For an arbitrary e40 denote d :¼ e
3nSnþ1: For kAf0; 1;y; ng we will iteratively
construct polynomials sk: R-R such that
(i) sðiÞk ðt0Þ ¼ 0 for all iAf0; 1;y; ng;
(ii) jsðiÞk ðtÞjo e3nkSnk for all tA½t0; t1 and all iAf0; 1;y; ng; and
(iii) sð jÞk ðt1Þ ¼ zj for jAf0; 1;y; kg;
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where z0; z1;y; znAðd; dÞ are chosen arbitrarily. Then s :¼ sn satisﬁes the
assertions of Lemma 18.
Let us start with s0ðtÞ :¼ z0ðt1t0Þnþ1 ðt  t0Þ
nþ1: For all iAf0; 1;y; ng it holds that
sðiÞ0 ðt0Þ ¼ 0 and s0ðt1Þ ¼ z0: Furthermore, we estimate:
jsðiÞ0 ðtÞj ¼ jz0j
di
dti
ðt  t0Þnþ1
ðt1  t0Þnþ1
 !
od  Sp e3nSn for iAf0; 1;y; ng:
Thus s0 satisﬁes assertions (i)–(iii).
Now let us assume that for some kAf0;y; n  1g we have found an appropriate
polynomial sk and set
skþ1ðtÞ :¼ skðtÞ þ zkþ1  s
ðkþ1Þ
k ðt1Þ
ðk þ 1Þ! ðt1  t0Þnþ1
ðt  t0Þnþ1ðt  t1Þkþ1:
As for sk it also holds for skþ1 that
sðiÞkþ1ðt0Þ ¼ 0 for iAf0; 1;y; ng;
sð jÞkþ1ðt1Þ ¼ zj for jAf0; 1;y; kg:
Since
dkþ1
dtkþ1
ðt  t0Þnþ1ðt  t1Þkþ1jt¼t1 ¼ ðk þ 1Þ! ðt1  t0Þ
nþ1;
we obtain sðkþ1Þkþ1 ðt1Þ ¼ zkþ1 as desired. Thus it is only left to ﬁnd the asserted
estimates for the derivatives. We ﬁnd:
jsðiÞkþ1ðtÞj ¼
di
dti
ðskðtÞ þ zkþ1  s
ðkþ1Þ
k ðt1Þ
ðk þ 1Þ! ðt1  t0Þnþ1
ðt  t0Þnþ1ðt  t1Þkþ1Þ


p jsðiÞk ðtÞj þ
jzkþ1j þ jsðkþ1Þk ðt1Þj
ðk þ 1Þ! S
p jsðiÞk ðtÞjS þ dS þ jsðkþ1Þk ðt1ÞjS
p e
3nkSnk
S þ e
3nSnþ1
S þ e
3nkSnk
S
p e
3nkSnðkþ1Þ
þ e
3nkSnðkþ1Þ
þ e
3nkSnðkþ1Þ
p e
3nðkþ1ÞSnðkþ1Þ
:
Therefore skþ1 satisﬁes properties (i)–(iii), and therefore with s :¼ sn the Lemma is
proved. &
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Now for every rA½r; r let again the control range UrCRN be a compact and
convex set with nonvoid interior and consider the following class of nth-order
systems on RN :
x
ðnÞ
1
^
x
ðnÞ
N
0
B@
1
CAþ f1ðx;y; x
ðn1ÞÞ
^
fNðx;y; xðn1ÞÞ
0
B@
1
CA ¼ b1ðx;y; x
ðn1ÞÞ u1ðtÞ
^
bNðx;y; xðn1ÞÞ uNðtÞ
0
B@
1
CA: ð4Þ
Here x ¼ ðxiÞACn1ðR;RNÞ; its nth derivative exists but is not necessarily
continuous, and xðkÞ denotes its kth derivative. Assume fi: RnN-R and
bi: R
nN-R are continuous and u ¼ ðuiÞAUr :¼ fu: R-Ur measurableg: As before
let the solutions exist and be unique for all initial values and all controls and for all
times.
For nth-order systems we deduce the notion of inner pairs from their as-
sociated ﬁrst order systems on RnN : So for initial values y0;y; yn1ARN
and a control uAUr denote by fðt; y0;y; yn1; uÞ the corresponding solution of ð4Þr:
We abbreviate y0 :¼ ðy0;y; yn1Þ and deﬁne the set reachable from y0 until time T by
O
r;þ
pTðy0Þ :¼
ðz0;y; zn1ÞARnN ; there are 0ptpT and
uAUr with zi ¼ fðiÞðt; y0Þ for 0pipn  1
( )
and the reachable set Oþðy0Þ accordingly. Analogously to Deﬁnition 16, we call
ðy0; uÞARnN 	Ur an inner pair of system ð4Þr if there exists some T40 such that
ðfðT ; y0; uÞ;y;fðn1ÞðT ; y0; uÞÞAint Oþðy0Þ:
The following theorem gives some conditions that are easy to check and guarantee
the inner-pair condition for the family ð4Þr:
Theorem 19. Assume that for all r1; r2A½r; r; r1or2; it holds that Ur1
Cint Ur2 in ð4Þr; and let there be some a40 such that jbiðyÞjXa for all
iAf1;y; Ng and all yARnN : Then every ðx; uÞARnN 	Ur1 is an inner pair of
system ð4Þr2 :
Proof. Pick r1;r2A½r; r such that r1or2: We show that for every set of initial
values x0;y; xn1ARN and every y :¼ ðy0;y; yn1ÞAOr1;þðx0;y; xn1Þ there is an
open neighborhood VyCRnN such that VyCOr2;þðx0;y; xn1Þ:
According to the assumptions of the theorem, Ur1Cint Ur2 ; and since all Ur are
supposed to be compact, it holds that e :¼ infuA@Ur2 dðu; Ur1Þ40: Therefore for
every value in the control range uAUr1 ; the open ball BeðuÞ with radius e is
included in Ur2 :
Now let uAUr1 and lðÞ:R-RN denote the unique solution of ð4Þr1 for the set
of initial values ðx0;y; xn1Þ and the control function u: Furthermore,
let ðy0;y; yn1Þ :¼ ðlðt1Þ;y; lðn1Þðt1ÞÞ at time t140: We use the abbreviation
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½lðtÞ :¼ ðlðtÞ;y; lðn1ÞðtÞÞ: The system’s equation (4) implies that
uiðtÞ ¼ l
ðnÞ
i ðtÞ þ fið½lðtÞÞ
bið½lðtÞÞ for all iAf1;y; Ng:
Pick an arbitrary e40: Then applying Lemma 18 to each component gives the
existence of d40 such that for all z0;y; zn1Aðd; dÞN there is a smooth curve
s: R-RN such that sð0Þ ¼ 0; sðiÞðt1Þ ¼ zi and jjsðiÞðtÞjjoe for all tA½0; t1: Due to
continuity of f and b and because of jbið:ÞjXa; we can choose e and d small enough
such that
ðlþ sÞðnÞi ðtÞ þ fið½lþ sðtÞÞ 
bið½lþ sðtÞÞ
bið½lðtÞÞ ðl
ðnÞ
i ðtÞ þ fið½lðtÞÞÞ



o eﬃﬃﬃﬃNp a
for all i and t:
Setting the component functions of usðtÞ :¼ ðus1ðtÞ;y; usNðtÞÞt for all i to
usi ðtÞ :¼
ðlþ sÞðnÞi ðtÞ þ fið½lþ sðtÞÞ
bið½lþ sÞðtÞ 
lðnÞi ðtÞ þ fið½lðtÞÞ
bið½lðtÞÞ
implies that jjusðtÞjjoe and therefore u þ usAUr2 : Furthermore, it holds that
bið½lþ sðtÞÞðuiðtÞ þ usi ðtÞÞ ¼ ðli þ siÞðnÞðtÞ þ fið½lþ sðtÞÞ
for all i: Thus ðlþ sÞðtÞ is a solution of (4) for the control ðu þ usÞðtÞAUr2 and
fulﬁlls ðlþ sÞð0Þ ¼ ðx0;y; xn1Þ and ½lþ sðTÞ ¼ ðy0 þ z0;y; yn1 þ zn1Þ:
Choosing Vy :¼ ðy0  d; y0 þ dÞ 	?	 ðyn1  d; yn1 þ dÞ; the assertion is ful-
ﬁlled and the theorem is proved. &
Remark 20. (1) Inspecting the proof of Theorem 19, one realizes that in order to
show that some ðx; uÞARnN 	Ur1 is an inner pair of system ð4Þr2 it is enough to
impose jbið:ÞjXa for all components i in a neighborhood of the corresponding
trajectory fðfðt; x; uÞ;y;fðn1Þðt; x; uÞÞ; tX0g:
(2) An important class of systems that fulﬁll the assumptions of Theorem 19 are
oscillators with additive driving terms. For instance, the equations of two coupled
oscillators have the form
x¨ þ fxðx; y; ’x; ’yÞ ¼ uxðtÞ;
y¨ þ fyðx; y; ’x; ’yÞ ¼ uyðtÞ:
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5. The behavior of boundaries
After these investigations on parameter dependent control sets, we focus on their
boundaries in this section. First we present a continuity result for the boundaries of
sets that converge to a set A for which intAr0 ¼ int cl Ar0 : Note that for the
boundaries examined here, upper semicontinuity is not equivalent to right continuity
because they are not increasing.
Theorem 21. Let |aAr0CM be a bounded set and int Ar0 ¼ int cl Ar0 : Consider the
set-valued mapping H: ½r0; rÞ-CðMÞ; HðrÞ :¼ cl Ar; where for r4r0 the sets
ArCM fulfill Ar0CAr: If H is upper semicontinuous at r0; then the mapping r/@A
r
is right continuous in the Hausdorff distance at r0:
Proof. Let r4r0: According to our assumptions, for every e40 there is some d40
such that r r0od implies:
e4 sup
xAcl Ar
fdðx; cl Ar0ÞgX sup
xA@Ar
fdðx; cl Ar0Þg ¼ sup
xA@Ar
fdðx; @Ar0Þg;
where the last equation is true because @Ar-int Ar0 ¼ |:
It is left to show that supxA@Ar0 fdðx; @ArÞg becomes arbitrarily small as well. In
order to prove this, we assume the contrary and deduce a contradiction. So suppose
there is an e40 and sequences rnrr0 and xnA@A
r0 such that dðxn; @ArnÞ4e for all
nAN: Due to compactness of @Ar0 ; there is a subsequence, call it xn again, that
converges to some xA@Ar0 with dðx; @ArnÞXe: Therefore the open ball Be ðxÞ
around x does not contain any points of
S
n @A
rn and thus BeðxÞCArn for all n:
Because of our assumption int Ar0 ¼ int cl Ar0 ; the set Be ðxÞ-ðcl Ar0ÞC has
nonvoid interior according to Lemma 5. This means that there are eþ40 and
yABeðxÞ-ðcl Ar0ÞC such that dðy; cl Ar0Þ4eþ and yAint Arn for all n: Then it
follows that supyAcl Arn dðy; cl Ar0Þ4eþ for all n; which contradicts
dðcl Ar0 ; cl ArnÞ-0: Therefore the assumption is false and r/@Ar is right
continuous at r0: &
Remark 22. An analogous result for left continuity of boundaries does not hold. For
example, consider the increasing map
H: ½1; 2p-C;
HðrÞ :¼ Ar :¼ fr eif j 0prp1; 0pfprg
(see Fig. 2). H is increasing and lower semicontinuous at r0 :¼ 2p because
dHðAr; Ar0Þ ¼ sup
xAAr0
dðx; ArÞp2p r
2
:
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Clearly, @Ar0 ¼ feif j 0pfp2pg: But
@Ar ¼ feif j 0pfprg,fr j 0prp1g,fr eir j 0prp1g;
which tends to B :¼ feif j 0pfp2pg,fr j 0prp1g as r-r0: For
dHð@Ar; BÞ ¼ max sup
xAB
dðx; @ArÞ; sup
xA@Ar
dðx; BÞ
 
¼ max 2p r
2
; 2p r
 
which converges to 0 for r-r0; whereas dHð@Ar; @Ar0Þ ¼ 1 for all ror0:
Now we once more turn our attention to the family of parameter-dependent systems
ð1Þr using the same notation as there. In Sections 3 and 4 we have examined under
which conditions control sets depend continuously on changes of r: The following
theorem shows that in this case also their exit and entrance boundaries change
continuously if the control range Ur increases lower semicontinuously.
Theorem 23. Consider the set-valued mapping H: ½r; r-CðMÞ; HðrÞ :¼ cl Dr;
where Dr is a control set of ð1Þr with nonvoid interior, Dr denotes the unique control
set of ð1Þr with DrCDr; and Dr is bounded. If H is continuous in the Hausdorff
distance at r0Aðr; rÞ; if ð1Þr is locally accessible on cl Dr0 ; and if the control range
Ur increases lower semicontinuously at r0; then the mappings
(i) r/@Dr;
(ii) r/cl @exDr and
(iii) r/cl @enDr
are continuous in the Hausdorff distance at r0:
Proof. We subdivide this proof into 9 steps. Steps 1–3 prove assertion (i) by showing
right and left continuity of r/@Dr; respectively. Assuming that @exDr0a|; steps 4–
7 show (ii) by proving convergence of supcl @exDr0 fdðx; cl @exDrÞg to 0 for rrr0 and
rsr0 and convergence of supcl @exDr fdðx; cl @exDr0Þg to 0 for rrr0 and rsr0 in
this order. Step 8 treats the case @exDr0 ¼ |: Finally, 9 shows (iii).
(i) (1) Right continuity of r/@Dr: Right continuity of r/@Dr follows from
Lemma 8, Proposition 4, and Theorem 21.
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(2) supxA@Dr0 fdðx; @DrÞg-0 for rsr0: In order to show that r/@Dr is also
left continuous let ror0: Analogously to the proof of Theorem 21, from
continuity of r/cl Dr at r0 it follows that for every e40 there is some d40
such that r0  rod implies:
e4 dHðcl Dr; cl Dr0Þ ¼ max sup
xAcl Dr
fdðx; cl Dr0Þg; sup
xAcl Dr0
fdðx; cl DrÞg
 
X sup
xA@Dr0
fdðx; cl DrÞg ¼ sup
xA@Dr0
fdðx; @DrÞg;
where the last equation is true because @Dr0-int Dr ¼ |:
(3) supxA@Dr fdðx; @Dr0Þg-0 for rsr0: First, we show that int
S
n D
rn ¼
int cl
S
n D
rn in order to be able to apply Lemma 5 later on. One direction is
trivial. To show the other, pick an arbitrary wAint cl
S
n D
rn : Then in some
neighborhood of w the points in
S
n D
rn are dense. Therefore and due to r-
local accessibility on cl Dr0*cl
S
n D
rn ; there are wþAOþ;r ðwÞ- Sn Drn and
wAint O;r ðwÞ- Sn Drn : Since Dr is increasing in r; there is some nw such
that wþ; wADrnw ; which in turn implies that wADrnw itself. Then
int DrnwCOþ;rnw ðwÞ according to Proposition 7, and since
wAint O;r ðwÞ-Drnw ; it holds that wAOþ;rnw ðwÞ: Therefore wAint Drnw ; and
thus int
S
n D
rn ¼ int cl Sn Drn :
We have to prove that supxA@Dr fdðx; @Dr0Þg becomes arbitrarily small as
rsr0; which we will do by deriving a contradiction from an opposing
assumption. Suppose there are an e40 and sequences rnsr0 and xnA@Drn
such that dðxn; @Dr0Þ4e for all n: Since cl Dr0 is compact and DrnCDr0 ;
there is a subsequence, call it xn again, that converges to some x
Acl Dr0
such that dðx; @Dr0ÞXe: Clearly, xeint Sn Drn because if it were in say
int Drn0 ; it would be in int Drn for all nXn0; which contradicts convergence of
xnA@Drn to x:
Then from Lemma 5 it follows that in any neighborhood of x; for instance in
Be=2ðxÞ; there is some ye
S
n D
rn with yAint Dr0 and dðy; @Dr0Þ4e=2: But in
contradiction we show that for every yAint Dr0 there is some nyAN such that
yADrny : For this we literary use the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem
14 and we refer the reader there (see again Fig. 1).
(ii) We have to show that for every e40 there is some d40 such that jr r0jod
implies dHðcl @exDr; cl @exDr0Þoe: To see this, we assume that @exDr0a| for
step 4 to 8.
(4) supxAcl @exDr0 fdðx; cl @exDrÞg-0 for rrr0: Let us ﬁrst prove that
supxAcl @exDr0 fdðx; cl @exDrÞg becomes arbitrarily small, and again we start
with the right continuous case r4r0 (see Fig. 3).
Fix e40 and choose KC@exDr0 compact such that dHðK ; @excl Dr0Þoe=2:
Because of KC@exDr0 ; for every xAK there are yxAint Dr0 ; txARþ; and uxAUr0
such that x ¼ fðtx; yx; uxÞ: Since fðtx; :; uxÞ are diffeomorphisms, every open
neighborhood VyxCint D
r0 of yx deﬁnes an open neighborhood Ux :¼
fðtx; Vyx ; uxÞ of x: Let us call UK :¼
S
xAK Ux: Then KCUK ; and due to the
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closedness of K ; it holds that aK :¼ infxAK dðx; @UKÞ40: Now choose d such that
r r0od implies dHð@Dr0 ; @DrÞominðe=2; aKÞ ¼: *e; which is possible according
to (i). This means that for every xAK there is some zA@Dr with dðx; zÞo*e: Then
zAUK and therefore zA@exDr: Hence for xAcl @exDr0\K it holds that
dðx; cl @exDrÞpdðx; KÞ þ sup
xAK
fdðx; cl @exDrÞgoe=2þ *epe
and thus supxAcl @exDr0 fdðx; cl @exDrÞgoe:
(5) supxAcl @exDr0 fdðx; cl @exDrÞg-0 for rsr0: In order to see continuity from
the left, the idea of the proof is the same. We just have to exercise more care when
constructing UK : Fix e40 and r1or0 and let K be as above. Since Dr1CDr0 ; for
every xAK there are yAint Dr1 ; TARþ; and uAUr0 such that x ¼ fðT ; y; uÞ:
Deﬁne the inverse of the diffeomorphism fðT ; :; uÞ by f1ðT ; :; uÞ such that y ¼
f1ðT ; x; uÞ: Then y˜ :¼ f1ðT ; x; u˜ÞAint Dr1 if jju  u˜jjN is small enough.
Since r-Ur is lower semicontinuous by assumption, this means that
there is some bx40 such that for ror0 with r0  robx there is some u˜AUr
and some y˜Aint Dr1 such that x ¼ fðT ; y˜; u˜Þ: Take an open neighborhood
Vy˜Cint Dr1 and deﬁne an open neighborhood UxCM of x by Ux :¼ fðT ; Vy˜; u˜Þ:
This can be done for all xAK such that
S
xAK Ux is an open covering of the
compact set K : Thus already a ﬁnite subset JCK produces an open covering:
KC
S
jAJ Uj ¼: UK : Call aK :¼ infxAK fdðx; @UKÞg and bK :¼ minjAJ bj: Then
r0  robK implies that every point in UK can be reached from int Dr1 using a
control uAUr: Now choose dobK such that dHð@Dr0 ; @DrÞominðe=2; aKÞ and
ﬁnish the proof of left continuity as above.
(6) supxAcl @exDr fdðx; cl @exDr0Þg-0 for rrr0: Finally, we show continuity of
supxAcl @exDr fdðx; cl @exDr0Þg; and once more we investigate rrr0 ﬁrst. Fix e40
and choose a compact subset K of the entrance boundary KC@enDr0 such that for
K˜ :¼ cl @enDr0 \K it holds that supxAK˜ dðx; cl @exDr0Þoe=2: This is possible
because of Lemma 10 (i) and (iii). Since KC@enDr0 ; for each xAK there are
TARþ; yxAint Dr0 ; and uAUr0 such that yx ¼ fðT ; x; uÞ: Because of continuous
dependence on initial values, for every x there is an open neighborhood Ux such
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that fðT ; Ux; uÞCint Dr0 : Clearly, KC
S
xAK Ux ¼: UK ; and due to closedness
of K it holds that aK :¼ infxAK dðx; @UKÞ40: Now choose d40 such that r
r0od implies dHð@Dr; @Dr0Þominðe=2; aKÞ ¼: *e; and let xAcl @exDr: Then
xeUK because otherwise there would be TARþ and uAUr0 such that
fðT ; x; uÞAint Dr0 in contradiction to the decomposition property of exit,
entrance, and tangential boundaries. So xAUCK and therefore dðx; @Dr0 \KÞo*e:
Then the following inequalities hold:
dðx; cl @exDr0Þp dðx; @Dr0\KÞ þ sup
yA@Dr0 \K
dðy; cl @exDr0Þ
p e=2þ sup
yAK˜
dðy; cl @exDr0Þpe=2þ e=2pe
which proves right continuity.
(7) supxAcl @exDr fdðx; cl @exDr0Þg-0 for rsr0: Again the proof of left
continuity uses the same idea with the only difference of constructing a more
restrictive covering UK and using the compactness of K : It can be easily derived by
comparison with the left continuous situation in step 5.
(8) The case @exDr0 ¼ |: First note that if @exDr0 ¼ |; then Lemma 10 implies
that @enDr0 ¼ @Dr0 : We show that in this case it holds for all r in a neighborhood
of r0 that @
enDr ¼ @Dr; which implies @exDr ¼ |:
Analogously to above, we construct an appropriate neighborhood of @enDr0 :
Fix ror1or0 such that Dr1CDr0 : Since @enDr0 ¼ @Dr0 ; for every xA@Dr0
there is some uxAUr0 and some time tx40 such that fðtx; x; uxÞAint Dr1 : Thus
there is some bx40 with bxor0  r1 and an open neighborhood UxCM such
that for all ror0 with r0  robx there is a control u˜xAUr such that
fðtx; Ux; u˜xÞCint Dr1 : Then
S
xA@Dr0 Ux is an open covering of the compact set
@Dr0 ; and therefore we can choose a ﬁnite selection JC@Dr0 such that
@Dr0C
S
jAJ Uj ¼: V : Call aV :¼ infxA@Dr0 fdðx; @VÞg and bV :¼ minjAJ bj :
Then r0  robV implies that from each point in V the set int Dr1 can be
reached using a control in Ur:
Now choose dobV such that dHð@Dr0 ; @DrÞoaV for all r with jr r0jod
according to (i). Then @DrC@enDr: Thus proposition (ii) has been proved.
(iii) (9) Continuity of r/@enDr: Since the interiors of control sets of a control
system are precisely the interiors of control sets of the time reversed system and
since the exit boundary of a control set D is precisely the entrance boundary of
D of the time reversed system, it is sufﬁcient to prove continuity for the mapping
on exit boundaries, and (iii) follows from (ii). &
The fact that under the assumptions of Theorem 21 if a control set changes
upper semicontinuously its boundary changes right continuously gives us the
following corollary (see also step 8 in the previous proof).
Corollary 24. Let Dr0 be a bounded invariant control set of ð1Þr0 and ð1Þr0 be locally
accessible on Dr0 : For every r4r0 let D
r be the unique control set of ð1Þr such that
Dr0CDr and suppose Dr is variant. Then r/cl Dr is discontinuous at r0:
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Next, we will examine more closely how an invariant control set Cr loses its
invariance when merging with a variant control set Dr while the control range Ur is
increased (see Fig. 4).
For this we introduce two further speciﬁcations of exit boundaries. It proves to be
helpful to identify the parts of the boundary of a set ACM with nonvoid interior
from where under the inﬂuence of all admissible controls either exclusively one
invariant control set CCM can be reached only or from where C can never be
reached at all. We denote the ﬁrst set by
@ex-CA :¼ xA@
exA j OþðxÞ bounded and C0-OþðxÞa| for
some invariant control set C0CM implies C ¼ C0
 
and the second one by
@exQCA :¼ fxA@exA j OþðxÞ-C ¼ |g:
Note that from [2, Theorem 3.2.8] it follows that OþðxÞCOðCÞ-OþðAÞ for all
xA@ex-CA:
If the exit boundary of Dr0 can be decomposed into @ex-C
r0 Dr0 and @exQC
r0 Dr0 ;
then the exit boundary of the merged set follows some continuity rules.
Theorem 25. Let QCM be a compact subset of the state space whose boundary does
not intersect with any control set of the control system ð1Þr for all rA½r; r and let the
control range Ur depend continuously on r with respect to the Hausdorff metric at r0:
Suppose that the following assumptions on the r0-system hold:
(i) There are precisely one invariant control set Cr0CQ and one variant control set
Dr0CQ that both have nonvoid interior.
(ii) int Cr0COþ;r0ðDr0Þ:
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Fig. 4. At r ¼ r0 the control sets Cr and Dr merge.
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(iii) Cr0-cl Dr0a|:
(iv) Er0 :¼ clðOr0;ðCr0Þ-Or0;þðDr0ÞÞ is a chain control set on which ð1Þr0 is locally
accessible.
(v) @ex-C
r0 Dr0 and @exQC
r0 Dr0 are a non-trivial decomposition of @exDr0 :
For r4r0 let there be precisely one control set F
rCQ and assume that for r4r0 the
sets Er :¼ cl Fr are chain control sets. Then
cl @exFr-cl @exQC
r0
Dr0 in the Hausdorff metric for rrr0:
Proof. Note that Cr0 ; Dr0CFr1CFr2 for r0or1pr2: According to [2, Corollary
3.4.7, Remark 3.4.9], the setting implies that the control sets Fr depend continuously
in the Hausdorff metric on r for r4r0: Moreover, since int C
r0COr0;þðDr0Þ; it holds
that Cr0,Dr0CEr0 ; and Cr0-ðcl Or0;ðDr0Þ\cl Dr0Þ ¼ | because of maximality of
Er0 : Then according to Theorem 15, Er is upper semicontinuous at r0: Since E
r0 is
closed, it clearly holds that
int cl Er0 ¼ int Er0 : ð5Þ
Thus Er fulﬁlls the assumptions of Theorem 21 and
dHð@Er; @Er0Þ-0 if rrr0: ð6Þ
Furthermore, it holds that
@exQC
r0
Dr0 ¼ @exEr0 : ð7Þ
To see this, we ﬁrst show that @exQC
r0 Dr0C@exEr0 : So let xA@exQC
r0 Dr0 : Then
clearly xeO;r0ðCr0Þ and therefore xeint Er0 : But since int Dr0CO;r0ðCr0Þ; it holds
that cl Dr0CEr0 ; hence xA@Er0 : Because of xA@exDr0 and xA@Er0 ; it is true that
xA@exEr0 :
In order to show that @exQC
r0 Dr0*@exEr0 ; we assume that xA@exEr0 \@exQC
r0 Dr0
and derive a contradiction. There are two cases: First, xA@Dr0 : Then xA@ex-C
r0 Dr0
because of the assumed decomposition property of @exDr0 ; and therefore
xA@ex-C
r0 Er0 : Second, xe@Dr0 : Then there is some yAint Er0COr0;ðCr0Þ-
Or0;þðDr0Þ such that xAOr0;þðyÞ: Because of the assumed decomposition property
of @exDr0 ; this implies that there is some yˆA@ex-C
r0 Dr0 such that xAOr0;þðyˆÞ; and
again we have xA@ex-C
r0 Er0 :
In both cases because of (5) and Lemma 5 and due to continuous dependence on
initial values, there is some point near x outside Er0 that can be reached from int Dr0
and can be mapped into int Cr0 : But this contradicts the no-return property of
Or0;ðCr0Þ-Or0;þðDr0Þ:
Now we are ready to show that @exFr converges to cl @exQC
r0 Dr0 if rrr0:
Since cl Fr ¼ Er for r4r0; it holds that cl @exFr ¼ cl @exEr: Using (7), we
have dHðcl @exFr; cl @exQCr0 Dr0Þ ¼ dHðcl @exEr; cl @exEr0Þ: This means we have to
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prove that for every e40 there is some d40 such that r r0od implies:
(i) supxAcl @exEr dðx; cl @exEr0Þoe and
(ii) sup
xAcl @exEr0
dðx; cl @exErÞoe:
Due to (6), the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 23, step 4, imply that if
a point yA@Er is close enough to any compact subset KC@exEr0 ; it is itself an exit
point. This proves (i).
Also (6) permits that like in the proof of Theorem 23, step 6, we can choose a
compact set KC@enEr0 and deﬁne an open neighborhood UK that is mapped into
int Er0 : Therefore if xAcl @exFr and r is close enough to r0; then dðx; cl @exDr0Þ
becomes arbitrarily small. Then (ii) is true, and therefore the whole theorem is
proved. &
In some cases, assumption (iii) of Theorem 25 can be eased. For xAM and
uAU deﬁne the projection pMðx; uÞ :¼ x on M and denote by oðx; uÞ the o-limit
set of ðx; uÞ:
Corollary 26. Let all requirements of Theorem 25 be fulfilled for the control affine
system ð3Þr apart from assumption (iii). Instead suppose that the boundary of the
backward reachable set @Or0;ðDr0Þ of the variant control set Dr0 does not contain any
o-limit set that has void intersection with cl Dr0 ; i.e., let pMoðx; uÞC@Or0;ðDr0Þ for
some ðx; uÞA@Or0;ðDr0Þ 	Ur0 imply that pMoðx; uÞ-cl Dr0a|:
If Cr0-@Or0;ðDr0Þa|; then the assertion of Theorem 25 holds true.
Proof. We show that if Cr0-@Or0;ðDr0Þa|; then Cr0 and cl Dr0 have a point in
common, too. Since we only consider the r0-system, we drop the parameter r0:
So let xA@OðDÞ: Note that OðDÞ is open and OþðxÞ-OðDÞ ¼ |: First we show
that there is a control uAU such that fðt; x; uÞA@OðDÞ for all tX0: For the proof of
this, we assume on the contrary that for some time t040 and all admissible controls
uAU it holds that fðt0; x; uÞe@OðDÞ:
Then around
S
uAU fðt0; x; uÞ there is an open neighborhood SCðcl OðDÞÞC:
Since using the weak-topology means that convergence in U implies uniform
convergence on compact time intervals of the corresponding trajectories, there are
open neighborhoods VuðxÞCM of x and VðuÞCU of u; respectively, such that
fðt0; V uðxÞ; u˜ÞCS for all u˜AVðuÞ: The VðuÞ are an open covering of the compact
space U and therefore there is a ﬁnite set UCU of controls such that U ¼S
uAU VðuÞ: Clearly V ðxÞ :¼
T
uAU V
uðxÞ is a nonvoid open neighborhood of x
and
S
uAU fðt0; V ðxÞ; uÞCS: But then for each point yAV ðxÞ-OðDÞ it holds
that
S
uAU fðt0; y; uÞCS and thus at time t0 the point y is mapped outside of OðDÞ
under all controls, which contradicts the no-return property of OðDÞ:
Therefore it follows that there is some uAU such that pMoðx; uÞCcl @OðDÞ:
Since we assumed that @OðDÞ does not contain any limit set that has void
intersection with cl D; there is a sequence tkARþ such that dðfðtk; x; uÞ; cl DÞ-0 for
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k-N (recall that DCOðDÞ). Then choosing xA@OðDÞ-C gives C-cl Da|;
since C is invariant and therefore cl OþðxÞ ¼ C: Thus Theorem 25 can be
applied. &
Example 27. Let us consider the so-called controlled escape equation:
’xðtÞ
’yðtÞ
 
¼ yðtÞgyðtÞ  xðtÞ þ xðtÞ2
 !
þ 0
uðtÞ
 
ð8Þ
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Fig. 5. The control sets of the escape equation for r ¼ 0:025; 0:04; 0:041; and 0:045:
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on R2; a model for capsizing vessels (cf., e.g., [7,10,3]). The motion is governed by the
potential VðxÞ :¼ 1
2
x2  1
3
x3 and the linear damping given by g40: The uncontrolled
system has a stable ﬁxed point at (0,0) and a hyperbolic ﬁxed point at (1,0). With
Ur :¼ ½r; r the inner-pair condition holds according to Theorem 19. For small r
an invariant control set Cr around the stable ﬁxed point and a variant control set Dr
around the hyperbolic ﬁxed point appear. For g ¼ 0:1 and four r-values, control sets
have been computed and are depicted in Fig. 5 (see [4,6], or [9] for numerical
methods for control sets).
For r ¼ 0:025; r ¼ 0:04; and r ¼ 0:041 the invariant control set Cr is depicted in
dark grey while the light grey areas represent the variant control sets D0:025; D0:04;
D0:041; and F0:045:
It is displayed how Cr and Dr inﬂate for increasing control range and merge at
some rAð0:041; 0:045Þ: For r ¼ 0:025; r ¼ 0:04; and r ¼ 0:041 the set @exQCrDr is
depicted in black. For r ¼ 0:045 the black region represents @exFr:
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